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QUESTION 1

What are two built-in RBAC permission groups for Prisma Cloud? (Choose two.) 

A. Group Membership Admin 

B. Group Admin 

C. Account Group Admin 

D. Account Group Read Only 

Correct Answer: CD 

https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin/manage-prisma-cloud-
administrators/prisma-cloud-administrator-roles 

 

QUESTION 2

The development team is building pods to host a web front end, and they want to protect these pods with an application
firewall. Which type of policy should be created to protect this pod from Layer7 attacks? 

A. The development team should create a WAAS rule for the host where these pods will be running. 

B. The development team should create a WAAS rule targeted at all resources on the host. 

C. The development team should create a runtime policy with networking protections. 

D. The development team should create a WAAS rule targeted at the image name of the pods. 

Correct Answer: D 

Image is the correct way of scoping the rule. Although host and image can be used to scope the rule. but the host can
have other application pods which can be none web apps. scoping based on Image will make sure the rule only applies
to the containers created from the web image. https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-
admin-compute/waas/deploy_waas 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator sees that a runtime audit has been generated for a Container. The audit message is `DNS resolution of
suspicious name wikipedia.com. type A`. Why would this message appear as an audit? 

A. The DNS was not learned as part of the Container model or added to the DNS allow list. 

B. This is a DNS known to be a source of malware. 

C. The process calling out to this domain was not part of the Container model. 

D. The Layer7 firewall detected this as anomalous behavior. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

What are two ways to scan container images in Jenkins pipelines? (Choose two.) 

A. twistcli 

B. Jenkins Docker plugin 

C. Compute Jenkins plugin 

D. Compute Azure DevOps plugin 

E. Prisma Cloud Visual Studio Code plugin with Jenkins integration 

Correct Answer: AC 

https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-
compute/continuous_integration/jenkins_plugin.html 

 

QUESTION 5

The Prisma Cloud administrator has Configured a new policy. 

Which steps should be used to assign this policy to a compliance standard? 

A. Edit the policy, go to step 3 (Compliance Standards), click + at the bottom, select the compliance standard, fill in the
other boxes, and then click Confirm. 

B. Create the Compliance Standard from Compliance tab, and then select Add to Policy. 

C. Open the Compliance Standards section of the policy, and then save. 

D. Custom policies cannot be added to existing standards. 

Correct Answer: A 

The point is user created a new policy, you can\\'t modify existing policies that were created by Prisma (default) but you
can modify your own custom policies. 

Answer A is correct. 

Edit the policy, go to step 3 (Compliance Standards), click + at the bottom, select the compliance standard, fill in the
other boxes, and then click Confirm. 

 

QUESTION 6

Which role does Prisma Cloud play when configuring SSO? 

A. JIT 
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B. Service provider 

C. SAML 

D. Identity provider issuer 

Correct Answer: B 

Prisma Cloud is Service provider. 

 

QUESTION 7

A security team is deploying Cloud Native Application Firewall (CNAF) on a containerized web application. The
application is running an NGINX container. The container is listening on port 8080 and is mapped to host port 80. Which
port should the team specify in the CNAF rule to protect the application? 

A. 443 

B. 80 

C. 8080 

D. 8888 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: 

https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/19-11/prisma-cloud-compute-edition-admin/
rewalls/deploy_cnaf.html 

 

QUESTION 8

The security team wants to protect a web application container from an SQLi attack. Which type of policy should the
administrator create to protect the container? 

A. CNAF 

B. Runtime 

C. Compliance 

D. CNNF 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: 

https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/20-09/prisma-cloud-compute-edition-admin/ rewalls/waas 

 

QUESTION 9
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An administrator has deployed Console into a Kubernetes cluster running in AWS. The administrator also has
Configured a load balancer in TCP passthrough mode to listen on the same ports as the default Prisma Compute
Console 

configuration. In the build pipeline, the administrator wants twistcli to talk to Console over HTTPS. 

Which port will twistcli need to use to access the Prisma Compute APIs? 

A. 8084 

B. 443 

C. 8083 

D. 8081 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.prismacloudcompute.com/docs/compute_edition_21_04/tools/twistcli.html#connectivity-to-console 

 

QUESTION 10

What is the default namespace created by Defender DaemonSet during deployment? 

A. Redlock 

B. Defender 

C. Twistlock 

D. Default 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/prisma-cloud-admin-
compute/configure/set_diff_paths_daemon_sets 

 

QUESTION 11

A manager informs the SOC that one or more RDS instances have been compromised and the SOC needs to make
sure production RDS instances are NOT publicly accessible. Which action should the SOC take to follow security best
practices? 

A. Enable "AWS S3 bucket is publicly accessible" policy and manually remediate each alert. 

B. Enable "AWS RDS database instance is publicly accessible" policy and for each alert, check that it is a production
instance, and then manually remediate. 

C. Enable "AWS S3 bucket is publicly accessible" policy and add policy to an auto-remediation alert rule. 

D. Enable "AWS RDS database instance is publicly accessible" policy and add policy to an auto-remediation alert rule. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 12

What is required for Prisma Cloud to successfully execute auto-remediation commands? 

A. Access to the cloud platform only for Azure 

B. Write access to the cloud platform 

C. Read access to the cloud platform 

D. Prisma Cloud requires no access to the cloud platform 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which policy type in Prisma Cloud can protect against malware? 

A. Data 

B. config 

C. Network 

D. Event 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 14

Which step is included when configuring Kubernetes to use Prisma Cloud Compute as an admission controller? 

A. copy the Console address and set the config map for the default namespace. 

B. create a new namespace in Kubernetes called admission-controller. 

C. enable Kubernetes auditing from the Defend > Access > Kubernetes page in the Console. 

D. copy the admission controller configuration from the Console and apply it to Kubernetes. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://thenewstack.io/kubernetes-security-best-practices-to-keep-you-out-of-the-news/ 

 

QUESTION 15

What is the behavior of Defenders when the Console is unreachable during upgrades? 
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A. Defenders continue to alert, but not enforce, using the policies and settings most recently cached before upgrading
the Console. 

B. Defenders will fail closed until the web-socket can be re-established. 

C. Defenders will fail open until the web-socket can be re-established. 

D. Defenders continue to alert and enforce using the policies and settings most recently cached before upgrading the
Console. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.paloaltonetworks.com/prisma/prisma-cloud/20-09/prisma-cloud-compute-edition-
admin/upgrade/upgrade_process.html 
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